Digital Publishing.
Today already, for tomorrow.
Forward Publishing addresses
the changes in digital newsrooms.

All products for decentralised
newsrooms of today. And tomorrow.

Forward Publishing enables publishing companies to have
a smooth transition and transformation to an extensive digital
content workflow with a set of highly approved integrated
products. You get a solid yet continuously evolving foundation for
a sustainable, intelligent, digital, mobile-first subscription model.

Forward Publishing empowers and supports all modern,
distributed and continuous processes of content creation and
publishing on various channels. With the right products your
decisions become more directed. Here intuition and well-founded
information come together perfectly.

Forward Paywall
Monetise content.

Forward Creation
Publishing made easy.

Forward Distribution
Delivering content seamlessly.
Forward Newsroom Management
by Desk-Net
Planning for all channels.

Forward Analytics
Measure and optimise in
real-time.

Two companies, one mission.
Forward Publishing emerges from the many years of experience
Netcetera and Livingdocs have in developing modern publishing
solutions. They have developed various publishing products
for the NZZ Media Group and other large publishers.

«Forward Publishing perfectly embraces the
concepts that a modern publisher is in need of.
Forward Publishing’s core solutions are in use
at Swisscom and are tried and proven.»
– Cyrill Treptow, Head of Bluewin

As a leading Swiss software
company, Netcetera
supports its customers
worldwide with trend-setting
products and custom software.
They cover the entire IT service
lifecycle, from strategy
to implementation
and operation.

Livingdocs was founded in
2015. The product of the same
name has quickly found
acceptance in the media
industry thanks to its unique
usability and today supports
over 1000 journalists in
Switzerland, Germany and
Luxembourg in their daily work.

www.netcetera.com

www.livingdocs.io

Visit our website for detailed info
www.forward-publishing.com

Let’s get in touch
info@forward-publishing.com
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